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PREFACE 

The question of the rieidity of riveted connections first arose in the 

author•s mind whil privately engaged in the design of a riveted structural 

frame. At that time information on tho subject was extremely limited and that 

which bad been published s difficult to .find. The problem next -was en

countered during the study of the design of steel buildings under Profesoor 

J . E. Lothers of the Oklahoma A & M College Structural Department. Although 

intensive ref ere nee uork ,ro.s 'UI.ldertaken to seek some ans ,er, most of the 

available works avoided the question of the amount contributed by the column 

flanges to the rotation of the joint~ This investigation, then.,_ ws undor

taken in an effort to supply information about a phase of the pl~blem on Yh.ich 

little or no information had been published! 

The semi- rigid connection may be defined as a lo-ca.lly 'Weakened section 

between the beam and column face . The fact that it is welded does not neces 

ily make the joint .fixed. A -welded joint can be considered f'ully fixed only 

'When there is no yield of the colunm. flanges 11or of the connecting angles. 

This condition can be attained by stiffening the column nanges and at the same 

time welding the upper and lo-wer flanges of tho beam to the column. 

The writer w.t.shed to acknowledge his indebtedness to the Civil Engineering 

Department or Oklahoma A & M College, Ren G. Saxton, Head, for the provision 

of the laboratory facilities and to the Engineeri:lg EJq>eriment Statio~ Dr. 

c. A. Dunn, Vice-Director, for their aid in obtaining the specimens and in 

supplying valuable information. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most structural steel designers and those concerned with the analysis or 
steel building frames have in the past ma.de the erroneous assumption that 

riveted be column connections are simply supported and no nd restraint can 

be afforded from this type of joint. On the other hand,, a welded joint is 

assumed to offer .full fixity at the connection. Tests have proved that the 

riveted connection can, and does withstand a certain amount of moment . If 

this moment, or end restraint, is taken into account it is estilllated that the 

average savings in weight of steel used wuld amount to 2Cf/> as compared to the 

same beams designed as simply supported members . 

Extensive tests related to this subject have been conducted both here and 

abroad. The first article covering this problem was published in May 1934 in 

Englandl. Then, in 1936, Pro.fessor J . Charles Rathbun2 published his article. 

Other articles related to this problem have been published since·then, and are 

listed in the bibliography at the end of this report . In each of these artioJ.es 

memtion is made of the wind bracing connection (use of standard tee beams) 

with which this report deals but, the amount of rotation contributed by the 

colmnn flanges is not recorded. 

The angle change at any joint in a semi- rigid building f'rame is caused by' 

the elastic action of both the connection angles, or tees, and the column 

fianges . Since column flanges vary in thiclmess, some contribute more to this 

angle change than others, and thus some analysis must be made of the column 

1 Professor Cyril Batho, First, Second, and Final Report, Steel Structures 
Research Committee, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
n. M. Stationery Office, London, 1931- 1936. 

2 J . Charles Rathbun, TrnnsactioM Qt ~ Am~ricn.n §2ciety S2.t Civil 
Engineers , Vol. 101, pp . 525-596. 
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flanges as :well as the connectors . This, of course, brings up the problem 

concerning the amount of the column flange affected (i . e . effective length of 

flange) . This effective len(,rth of the flange w.s .found by the tests conduct

ed for the preparation of this report and e. moro thorough discussion will be 

:made later. 

Therefore, the specimens _t- ::ited wre designed to first give the amount of 

rotation due directly to the connectors, and then the amount due to the column 

flange and the connectors . The difference being the amount that the column 

flange contributes to this rotation. The method by which this was accomplished 

'Will be described under "Description of Specimens" . 

THE SPECIMENS USED IN TESTING 

In each case the specimens used for testing wre made under normal shop 

fabrication methods . no particular care was given them in the fabrication and 

no inspection for acceptance or rejection -was ma.de . As a result, some parts 

of the specimens showed signs of poor oorlananship, including burned rivet3, 

over sized holes, wbs of tees "beat" into shape by the rivet gun, etc., \Jhile 

other parts were quite acceptable . The physical properties of the materials 

used wre not required by the writer, since the analysis 1-~uld have been 

rather costly. 

Specimen three contained the poorest worlananship, the 'f..rebs of the beams 

being out of alignment with tho \.Jeb of' the column, although they wre parallel 

to each other. This :oade testing rather difficult, since one side of the one

inch bearing plates had to be shimmed so as to bring the center line of the 

column to the center line of the moving head of the testing machine . 
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECDENS 

Three different specimens (see Fig. 1 and 2) wre tested. In each case 

the connections were the same, the difference being the parts to ,mi.ch they 

were attached. Specimen 1 contained a one-inch thick plate bet"t-.1een the t'WO 

beams, vhile specimens 2 and 3 contained col ns 5,!-6 inches in height. Speci

men 2 had the lightest 10 inch coltnnn obtainable and specimen 3 had one of the 

heavier sizes. The reason for the plate and the t\.JO sizes of columns was to 

ascertain the amount the co~ection riveted to the plate would rotate and then 

any additional rotation measured at the beam to colUllllconneotion in specimens 

2 and 3 would be due to the deflection of the flanges . The variations in the 

column sizes aided in determining the effe~ive length of the column flange . 

The fabricators of these specimens did not mill the surfaces on 'Which the 

load ws applied, and some difficulty was encotmtered in getting good bearing. 

Thia condition w.s fino.lly remedied by the use of shims. 

In the preli minary design of these members other sections were selected 

but, due to the shortaees of steel during fabrication, only certain sections 

could be purchased. As a result, substitution had to be made f'or every size 

of beam and column originally selected. 

Ordina.ri:Ly it wuld be assumed that this joint ~uld fail in tension 

a.cross the net section of' the wb of the tee at the pair of rivets adjacent to 

the column. Since none of the test specimens \Jere loaded to their ultimate 

strength, the actual method of failure is not know. It is the intent of the 

writer to do adilitiona.l testing on these specimens with SR-4 strain gauge 

equipment, and thus the :i.aximum applied load was limited to that 'Which would 

not exceed the yield point of the material. 

The notch, wich ws cut in the flanges of the column, (see pg. 12), 

affected the results slightly and 8If3' additional specimens "Which might be made 
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for testing later should have the flanges of the tees flush Yi.th the edge of 

the column to 'Which they connect . 

METHODS OF TESTilm AND APPARATUS USED 

The testswere conducted in the Civil Engineering Testing Laboratories 

of Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College during the spring and summer 

of' 1948. Professors Robert P. Witt and James V ~ Parcher aided the writer in 

designing apparatus and testing these specimens and their aid ws of inest

ilnable value . 
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The setup for the three different test specimens w.s practically identi

cal. A 2001 000 pound screw type Tinius Olsen wrl.versal testing machine was 

used throughout the tests . The load w.s applied at a rate of 0 . 0511 per minute. 

In order that the load could be transmitted to the 4eighing table, too 

15"- 42. 9# I - beams "tJere placed on the table and spaced 1~ apart as shown in 

Fig• 3. Then,. one inch thick plates having a ma.chine finish on the top sur-

face spanned these I- beams at each end. specially designed roller nest con-

sisting of three two inch diameter rollers, t-welve inches in length, connected 

together by a steel spacer bar on each end, was placed on the on inch plate . 

The .fact that the rollers wre connected together aided in placing and handling 

them. Cast iron supports, machine finished on both top and bottom, were placed 

on the roller nests . Half-rotm.d steel bars wch acted as fulorUl!lS iiere 

located on top of the ca.st iron supports . The test specimens uere located on 

these supports in such a ;manner that the dis·tanoe from each face of eit}1er the 

plate or column to the center line 0£ each support. t-ras 2'-Jtt . Then, for any 

giv n load which the testing machine applied, the moment on the plane of the 

connecting rivets (in tension) ua.s identical and the ela:;tio curve of tr...a beams 
' 

the same. 



Fig. 4. View of Speci.I:len 1 in testing ma.chine . 
lfote roller nest and cast iron support . 
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The apparatus used to obtain tho data included a master precision 

Starrett Level (Uo. 199). \men the level bubble of this instn:mwnt moved one 

division it represented a C&9.llge in elevation 0£ 0.0005" pe1"' foot or 0.000042 

radians. Since the observer could est,imate one-tenth o.f t!l. division ver-:r accu

rate results llel>e obtained as is evidenced. b.v the plo·t'ted. points on tho graph 

Fig. 13. 

The precision level was located on the top of one of the 11{," WF 30/I beams 

being eupported at each end by one-inch half-round bars taped in place as- · 

show in Fig. ;. .As additional load was applied to the test speci.rnen o.oo.3tt 

.shim stock 1,ras required to relevel the level the :maximum allo-wable ooveoont of' 

the bubble being ten divisiono. Aey additiorwl :movement of the bubble beyond 

the ten divisions tv-ouJ.d have necessitated recalibration of the bubble tube, 

which was not deemed advisable from the standpoint of' time. An observer 

watched the lmbble at all times during the application of the load in order 

that the bubble tX>uld not go beyond it's limits. 
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An Ames dial (1/lOOOtt dirtaions) was attached to a rigid steel beam, irhich 

in turn iro.s attached at each end to the on,3 inch thick machine finished plates. 

This dial was placed so that it read the defle.ction of the center line of the 

column or the center of' the plate (Specimen l). Tlrl.a necessitated special 

clips on both the columns and the plate. The datn obtained a.,'ld the curves 

plotted from these dial readings are not in.eluded ir1 this report since a num.b&r 

of different sources contributed to this deflection. These sources included 

norrnal defiection ot the beam. (elastic curve), deflection due to shear, de

flection from elastic action of the flanges of the tea sections and shearL11.g 

de.formation due to the -web of the teo beat!l beine deflected. The latter is 

covered more thoroughly on page 24. 

During th,3 testing of Specimen l, after the maximum load had been applied, 



Fig. ; . Starrett precision level located in position on Specimen 1., 
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the di&l 'wat:: removed securely placed 12.gainst tho rollers. Then the load 

was released sl01.1ly and the ii10ve11cn-t of the rolle?f.J wJ.S recorded on ·the dial. 

It w12s assunad that th~ :rollers on the other end moved the same ruuotmt,., sinee 

the solid plate at the center of' t;he beam i1as in contact wi. th the head of the 

testing machine a.."1.d friction alone uouJ.d hold i·h fixed against, motion. 
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In order that ·the movement of the flanges or the tee beams could be meas

ured, :notches 1:rere cut. by an acetylan€l torch. The not;ch was cut so t.ha:t. the 

tee flange was .flush irlth the depth of the notch. 

For the first test on Spec:L."nen l, gauge poi.'l"c.s irere placed in t.he junction 

of' the flange and web of the tuo ·ca.a' s ou the tension side of t,he beam. A II Last 

Wo:rdt1 strain gauge i,ras t,he11 placed on these 15auge points and readings were 

ta.kei-i. As this gauge had limited travel, approxi.riJately one-third the amount 

required, it was abandok10d.. 1,~or the r~mai•:rilog tests, one-eight il1ch holes vJere 

drilled in the junction or the flange and web of each tee. These holes 11ciere 

reamed idth a tapered i>eam.er and t,ape:red pins installed. To .fi..Yl.d the movement 

of these pins, an outside 1nicro:me"t0r was useu on Specimen 1 and a."l inside mi

cro:met,er on the second and third specimens. The outside micror1eter and taper 

pins are shmr.a in Fig. 6. 

On Specimens 2 and 3, the column flru1ges were n:iarked ct app:roxin1ately eight 

inch intervals. These :marks were nuribered. in t,h® manne1~ shown in I.Fig • .3. Sta

tions 4 and 6 were in t.he soJD.e hori:aontal plan>e as tlw upper and lo-we:;," flanges, 

respectively, of' the wide i'lu:ttge bea.1'1De Sta:tion 5 11a.s at, the midpoint. All 

other statious were located at eight, inch int,e:rvals measured f'ro:rr1 st,ations 1;. an.d 

6. The dista..'1.ce befareen flanges a:t each station ws m.easu:red with ru1 inside 

micro.m.et,er after each additional load tro.fJ applied. A l:dghe1~ degree of accu:,·:1.1cy 

could nave been acco.m:plished if dial gau.ges had been used. l'fone t~re available 

at the time of testing and as a rcstdt, ·the inside micrometer had to oo e:m.ployod. 
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Fig. 7 . General setup for Specimens 2 and J . 
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Before aey of the tests were performed, a straight edge was used to align 

the roller nests relative to each other and in correct relationship to the 

beams . Also, all other parts were checked with a steel square to make certain 

that each part was square with the axes of the column and beams. 

DESCRlPTIO?l OF TESl'S 

Each specimen w.s loaded at the center, so that a moment of one-half the 

load times the distance fro1:1 the support to the connection occurred at the 

vertical plane of the connection, and a shear of on ha.1f the total load re

sulted at each connection. 

As previously stated, none of the apeciJDens were loaded to failure so 

that no comment ea.n be made relative to this subject. 

Among the other measurements which could have been made, is the measure

ment on the relative slip of the riveted connections. Tests have been conduct

ed previously on this problem and, in general, shov that the friction between 

the two surfaces due to the initial tension in all rivets is sufficiently great 

that the joint does not slip until after the design load for these rivets has 

been attained. As pointed out, this is a genera1 statement and may not hold 

for every connection. Poor riveting could very easily disprove this statement. 

The properties of columns compared to the rigidity of riveted joints is 

another factor which has been omitted entirely from this discussion. Those 

who h&.7e worked on problems similiar to this, mentio~ it quite frequently. No 

attempt has been made to cover this problet1 to date, since it involves so l!laizy' 

unknows and since there are so many combinations of columns, beams, and con

nections . Briefly, the problem deals with the relative stiffness of the i!\ter

sectir.g members . It ls evident that in the case of a long, sleiidt:r column 

having an infinitely rigid column connection made to it, that,. when a 
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. moment is applied to the beam the column wuld rotate at the conneotion 

through some angle change while this connection merely transmitted the moment 

and would not contribute to this angle change by virtue of its own elastic 
' action. The tests, as conducted by the mter, did not include the stif'fness· 

of the column but rather the contribution of the column flange to the rotation 

of the attaching beam. In effect, the column carried only an axial load v.!.th 

no lilOlilent induced into it due to the beam connections . 
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ROTATION COMPUTATIONS 

The rotation or angle change of a riveted connection of the type tested 

is due partially to the elastic and inelastic deformation of the flange of 

the beam. The equation derived below checks the .actual deflection as measured 

during the tests to a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

It is assumed that the load Pacts along 

the centel'-line of the tee web and that the 

p rivets at A and C wen driven hot have suf.fi-
--....~~~~~~--.&-..,_ 

cient initial tensionJ to hold the flanges 

(a) 

fixed . 

If points A and Care equidistant from 

B, the rotation of the web of the tee is zero, 

and point B moves in a line at right angles 

to the plane AC, then, Ma = 1\ = Mc • Then, 

using the second theorem of moment areas4, 

the deflection of point Bis equal to the 

following: 

(1) 

From the sketch Fig. 8b, it ID.ay be seen that the moment at A is, 

(2) 

3 c. R. Young and w. B. Dunbar, "Permissible Stresses Rivets in Tension11 , 

Bulletin 8 , Sect. No . 16, School of Engineering Research, University of 
Toronto, 1928. 

~ . B. Seely, Resistance 2£ Materials, pp. 150- 155. 
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When this is included in equation (1), the deflection is then, 

6 = .Let.. .., L. = Pi3 
B 8 .~ 24EI l 92EI (3) 

and the rotation of the beam due to this deflection is 

- pg3 e - 192Eih (4) 

were h is the total depth of the bee.In. This rotation is measured in radians 

and can be converted to degrees by use of the proper conversion factor, 

Nov, applying equation (3) to the data received from the tests conducted, 

for a total load of 20,000# on Specimen 1, the load Pon the tee section is 

p: 20000 
2 

..E_:: 19,300# 
14 

the gauge length is 3.5", the mog.ulus of elasticity is .30,000,000 and t.he 

moment of inertia is I = f2 (6. 5) ( • .383)3 = .03045 in.4. then, the deflection 

is /\ B -- pg-3 -- 19300(.3 • .5)3 
~ -------- = .0047311 

192EI 192(3xl017) (.03045) 

When the actual deflection was plotted accurately, the value of the 

flange deflection found by actual tests on Specimen l for this given load uas 

.0045" \.Jhich is in close agreement with the value just calculated . This 

ca.uses an angle change of 0.000338 radians for the bea.o with reference to the 

center-line of the column. 
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Fig. ll. Close up view or Tee rlange for Specimen 1 showing 
slight crack between the plate and f'lange due to 

permanent set rrom. a previous load. 

~ - . 
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Fig. 12 . Close up vieu or Tee flange for Specimen 1 s ov.lng 
crack in Fig. ll enlarged due to 40, 000/I total load. 

20 
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In plotting the values of the angle change against the tlOlilent in Fig. 13~ 

the values of this angle change uere reduced by the amount the elastic curve of 

the beam diverges from a line drawn tangent to this curve at the support ad-

jacent to the connection, see Fig. 9. 

Since the level which measured this angle change was located on supports 

12" apart, the angle measured in radians is equal to that divergence di-

vided by 12. The left and right contact points 1.rere located .3" and 1511 re-

specti voly from the face of the plate or column flange as sho'Wll in Fig. 12 a. 

To determine tho deflection of point P with respect to a tangent dram 

at point o, using the moment area method4, this deflection is 

Poin, 0 
A : .Al i1 + A2 ~ 

A - 2};p 12 12.P J2 '--ET x 2 x8 .f. Eix 2 x4 

7" 
6 = 1152P ... 288P 

EI EI 

t.1P -£I 

6= 1440P 
EI 

where, E • 30,000,000 p . s . i . 

I : 290 in.4 

With the constant values of E and I 

given above, the deflection and rotation 

can be found for any given load P. These values of rotation found by this 

method -were subtracted from the actual values in plotting the curves on the 

graph Fig. 13. 

The tees which attached the beams to the solid plate were ~ in width 

and those attaching t he beams to the columns wre Sf' in width. So, to get a 

better comparison of the relative angle change, the values of the angle change 

used in plotting the curve for Specimen 1 on Fig. 1.3 wre multiplied by 6. 5/8. 5 

since the resistance to rotation varies inversely as the ratio or the widths 

of the tee . Perhaps it should be mentioned that the original curve for 
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Specimen 1 ( width of tee • ~.tt) fell directly upon the · curve for Specioen 3 

in Fig. 13. 

The values obtained from a:rry tests performed where plates are used 
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twen the connections muld be of value in design for connections of beruns to 

column webs and beams to beam webs . .h.n enormous number of these connections 

are ma.de and, in practica.lly every case, t :ie connection is assumed to transmit 

no rno:ment . This i .., true for all types of connections and is not 1imi ted to the 

particular connection test3d in the preparation of this report. 

The actual rotat::i.o:p is made up of a combination of variables and i not 

the result of a:rry particular or single deforma.ti-on. · among the traceable values 

are: deformation of the tee flange as mentioned previously, the deformation 

due to shear, the deformation (due to tension or compression) of the wbs of 

the tees, both upper and lo\Jer and the deflection of thf, elastic curve of tha 

beam previously mentioned. All of t!1ese values may be calculated. Other 

sources which contribute to this rotation., but are not easily obtained include 

slip of the ,joint., deformation due to shearing action on the rivets, high 

stress concentration at the rivet holes, deformation due to shear on the tee 

stems etc. 

The rotation for one specific load on Specimen 1 due to those traceable 

values was found to be only f:/::fl:; of the actual rotation measured during the test 

(for the same load) . An electric strain gauge (S 4 type) would aid in ob

taining this actual rotation, since the actual deformations and stresses could 

be found for any point required by the use of this equipment. 

The deflection of the tee stems due to shear ca.il be fotmd by an approxi

mate method. Several assumptions have to be made to get this deflection and 

as there is som.e doubt concerning tho validity of these assumpt.ions, the cal• 

culated deflectio_n could be quite different from the actual case. 



To find the deflection due to this cause, it must be assumed that both 

ends are fully fixed; then, the moment area method states that the area under 

the M/EI diagram is equal to the angle change between these two points. 
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The value of the Lis different for 

the upper tee than for the lowr tee, as 

shown in Fig. 15. 

There is some doubt as to the end restraint at point B, but with special 

strain gauges this could be determined. Since the length 1:J. is less than L2, 

each will contribute a different amount of rotation as the result of their de-

formation, 

Mention was made previously of the movement of the roller nests at each 

support. Al though the value of this movement \.'US not considered in any of the 

calculations, it is gratifying to lmow that the roller nests did move since 

they involved a great amount of time and expense jn their production. The 

measured amount of movoment for one roller was o .003'71' . This movement took 

place during the removal of a 40,000# total load on Specimen 1. 
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INTERPRETATION OF GRAPHS 

The graph on page 22 shows the relative restraints for the various 

specimens tested. The vertical axis in this graph represents a fully fixed 

beam, tmle the horizontal axis is equivalent to a simply supported beam. Any 

diagonal line between these fa.JO principal axes, passing through zero, repre

sents a beam 'Which is partially restrained at its support or cormection. The 

degree of this fixity o-i- restraint is covered in "Application". 

It is noted from this graph that Specimen 1 is the nearest condition to 

full fixity while Specimen 3 is inte:rmediate betwen Specimens 1 and 2 . The 

reason that the beam in Specimen 2 rotated a. greater a.mount than Specimen 3 

was due to the fact that its flanges were much thinner and thus could not re

sist as great a. moment as Specimen 3. The variation in these _ lines show the 

effect t.fuich the colUI!lll flange has on the connecrtion, since each case \.ra.S iden

tical except for the section to l<bich the beruns were fastened. 

Fig. 10 is a graph showing the flange separation for Specimen 1 . The 

tee's begin to yield at a point when the moment at the face of the plate is 

about 300,000"#. This specimen was reloaded after some permanent set had 

taken place in the tee flange . The straight line curve shown on the graph re

presents tb5.s !'eloading. , The slope of the reloading curve is not parallel 

with the initial curve for moment values up to 300,000"/I. This merely sub

stantiates previous results of other tests performed on similiar specimens . 

The graphs in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the relative movement of the column 

flanges and the deflection of the flanges and tee's combined. Since the de

flection of the column flanges is shot.zn, the deflection of the tee flanges may 

be found by subtracting the value of the deflecrtion of the former from the 

latter. This graph indicates that the column as well as the tee's, contribute 

to the total deformation. 
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The two curves of Specimen 3 (Fig. 17) are concurrent to the point \Jhere 

the moment is equal to about 220,ooon#, and at this point they begin to diverge . 

This wuld indicate that the tee did not deflect . Actually, this deflection 

was so slight that the small deviation could not be picked up by the micrometer 

used in taking these measurements . 

The graph which deals with the effective length of the column flange will 

be discussed later. 

APPLICA'l' IO 1 

The information gained from the tests run, regarding the amount of fi:xity, 

can be used in actual analysis of semi- rigid building frames . The slope of the 

lines from Fig .. 13 must first be calculated. Probably t he easiest method of 

computing this slope is to find the value of the moment when the rotation in 

radian measure is .001. These values .for SpeciI:lens 1, 2, and 3 are 2.85 :x 108, 

1 .25 x 108 and 2.2 x 108 respectively. ' 

The moment coefficient for any particular loading can be calculated in 

the manner vlhich follows . A concentrated load at the center of the span ttlll 

be used as the example. Fig. 18 (a) shows the example to be used. The ends 

are not fully fixed, but only partially restrained and it is assumed that the 

column is infinitely rigid so that any angl e change is due entirely to the 

strain in the connection. The value of M5 , moment an a simple beam, vrould be 

PL/4, and the value of~ would be kPl, were k is the moment coefficient . 

By moment area, the change in slope bet-ween any two points is equal to 

the area under the M/EI diagram. For the example above, the slope at point A 

would be the area between the centel'-line of the beam and point A. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Johnston and Mount5 use the value of 1/Z 

for Ma/¢ 'Which is the same as ·Vea above . 

1'aking this substitution in the ,equation (5) 

-we obtain, .!. : 16:k'EI 
Z L(l-8k) (6) 

This equation may be reduced to k = . L = 1 
SL + 16EIZ 8 .f, 1€:EKZ (7) 

where Z is the reciprocal of the slope previously determined, and K, is the 

stiffness ratio of the beam. 

The same method could be applied to a. uniformly loaded bealn or any sym

metrically loaded beam. Beams having unsynimetrieal loadings would each be a 

special case, and thus v.i.11 not be considered here . 

The cantilever beam.s used in the tests simulate beams 10 feet in length 

partially fixed at each end. For a fixed end beam with a concentrated load 

at the center the moment coefficient is 0 .125. Applying equation (7) the moment 

coe.fficients for Specimens 1, 2 and 3 are 0 .1212, 0 .1165 and 0 .120 respectively. 

The limiting value of the moment for any particular connection can be found 

by applying the method used by Prof. Batho6 in his report (p .282) published in 
' 

1936. 

5 Bruce Johnston and Edwrd H. Mount, Transactions, American Society- of 
Civil Engineers., Vol . lW (1942), pp . 524- 530. 

6 Batho, 212• cit., p. 282. 
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EFFEcrI'IVE LENGTH OF COLtn.fN FLANGES 

The defleetion of the outer edge of the colur.m flanges is show on the 

graph in Fig. 19. The lighter column flange deflected a greater amount than 

did the other column as could be expected . Actually the lighter column 

(Specimen 3) deflected intm.rd in the vicinity of Stations 3 and 4 but is not 

shown on the graph since values were aJ.most negligible . 

Quite peculiar results ~re obtained in the region of Stations 3 and 4. 

The graph shows deflections of the column flange for the heavy (thick flanged) 

column in this area while the deflection of the light column flanges w.s too 

small to be show on the graph. It is evident that the web betiieen the flanges 

of the columns must transmit a large load and thus a small amount of deflection 

should be found in all cases . This uould indicate that the column flang-es of 

Specimen 2 (heavy- column) wre concave in sha.pe and the stiff tee flanges 

pressing on the column faces deflect or straighten these flanges . In the case 

of the light column the flanges were parallel or convex and thus only the wb 

defl ected. This may not be tl:e actual condition but it would seem logical to 

make this assumption. 

The effective length of the flanges for the light c.olunm is approximately 

35 inches whila it is 22 inches for the heavy column. This ttef.fective length" 

means that the flanges of the column contribute to the resistance of the load 

and thus deflection throughout this length. 

It was found that the area betveen the vertical axis and the curve 

(Fig. 19) for any load divided by the maximum deflection for that load wuld 

be a value of 13.5 to 14.5 inches with the average being 14 inches . In other 

wrds, this means that if a section of the column flange 14 inches in length 

supports a concentrated load uniformly distributed along a line coincident 

with the rivet line and equivalent to the total load appl ied to that flange the 
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deflection all along the 14 inch length wuld be the same as the maximum value 

or the deflection recorded on the graph for that particular load. This w.s 

found true for both the light and heavy columns . 

An attempt was made to derive the equatio11s so as to predict the defleo

tion of the flanges . The values obtained from the equations derived t-10re found 

to be in error 'With the test results . At this time, only an empirical equation 

could be employed vi.th little or no basis for its use on any other column. As 

a result, this has been omitted from the report. 

GE] BAL DISCUSSION 

The specimens tested were actually inverted with their normal position 

in the building. The tests were performed in this manner so as to simplify 

the setup. 

It has been pointed out in the discussion of other problems similiar in 

nature that when the connections are encased in concrete and the partitions 

and w.lls add to the stiffness and rigidity of the building frame, the problem 

is no longer the same . This is quite true, but the problem is of an academic 
• 

nature and should be viet.Jed in that maime:r,, , 

The connection in this teat is not designed as a shear attachment for the 

reason that only the rotation due to the yielding of the tee flanges and their 

component parts was to be measured. Any connection placed on the , beam to 

carry the shear wuld have increased tho rigidity of the joint and a true 

value for the proportion ot the rotation contributed by the tee oould not have 

been found. The connection 'WaS f'ound to transmit the shearing load suprisingly 

wll , others conducting sillliliar tests have also found this to be true • 

Some thought should be given to the values for moment coefficients found. 

These -were based on the original curve and not the reload curve . The beam 



once loaded 'Will from then on a.ct on the reload curve values . Perhaps the 

values taken from the reload curve 'WOuJ.d be more indicative of the actual 

conditions than the original values . 

Mo attempt was made to invert the beams which in effect w10uld reverse 

the moment . This condition wuld arise in a building frame which first has 

wind forces in one direction and then in the opposite direction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusi ons drawn from the tests performed a.re based on three 
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specimens and, it should be pointed out that other columns, other tee connect

ions and other rivet sizes could each affect the results in a slightly different 

manner. As a result, the conclusions made for this particular set of specimens 

may _not o.pply to any other case . 

The method of finding the change in sl ope was not too well designed, and 

the values obtained are considered to be only relative. Additional equipment 

in the form of strain gauges, both electric and mechanical type, would be o:f 

great value . Additional readings should have been made on the O,Pposite side 

of the beam and column, and an average value recorded, but due to insufficient 

equipment this was not done. 

I f the rotation of the connection riveted to the solid plate is represent

ed by9 1 then the rotation of Specimen 2 is 2.2:S 1 and that of Specimen 3 

is 1 .2,e 1 • Although the value of 2.250 1 seems rather large, it is based 

upon a quite rigid connection. When comparing the moment coefficients for the 

various cases tested, they were found to be 9.3% to CJ?% of the value for a 

fully f'ixed beam. These are the values on 'Which design is based, and thus, 

even the 93% effective joint will give economy in design as compared to the 

freely supported ends 'Which are usually assumed. 
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The inadequacy of the proper equipment rr..ade it impossible to predict the 

deflection of a column flange . It was found that the effective length of the 

column flange varies between two and three feet . This indicates that column 

flanges in buildings a.re affected only in local areas of connections, and not 

affected throughout the full story height . Although the deflection of the 

column flanges forms a sine curve at the edge of the flange, it converges 

quite rapidly and the effective length is rather small . 

It seems regrettable that a country su~h as ours whose suppl y of steel 

i s d:im:foi shing at a rapid rate should annually continue to design structural 

steel worth millions of dollars , with little regard to conservation, when only 

a small portion of the savings would promote suff'icien·t research to repay the 

industry many, many times . 
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